Japan Karate Association
Indooroopilly, Brisbane, Australia
Instructor: Shaun Walters, 4th Dan
JKA Shotokan Karate class – Intermediate Level – 20130719
KIHON
1. Natural stance - Place both hands in front of you in a chudan punch position.
- Odd count pull fists sharply and simultaneously back to their respective hip.
- Even count reset them back to their starting position, this is done slow.

Technical details: The odd count is done fast while the even count is done slow. An
important point is to make sure that your elbows do not leave the body plane when
you perform both movements. Elbows should be back and down, shoulders
relaxed and down. Fists finish at the back portion on the hip.
10x half speed.
20x full speed.
2. Natural stance – Place both hands in front of you at the halfway point of a straight
punch. Both fists should be pointing at the target. Your elbows should be touching
your hip.
- Odd count - punch from the half-way point directly to chudan
(left hand). Keep your other hand in the same position.
- Even count – pull the punch back to the original position.
For the next count do the same thing for the right hand.
10x half speed
10x full speed
Technical details: You should be isolating your forearm
muscles to execute the technique. Spiral into the target.
Punch straight. Clench your fist tight when punching, loosen
slightly when pulling back. If this exercise is done right you
should start to feel a burn (or at least muscle tenseness) in
your forearms by the completion of the drill.
On the last count transition into leaving your arms in a straight punch position and
move into (3).
3. Natural stance – Transition from the last exercise into this one.
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- Odd count - punch from the half-way point directly to chudan (left hand). Pull your
opposite hand back to the hip (pulling hand).
- Even count – pull the punch back to the original position. Move the pulling hand
back also to the original position at the same time as the punching hand.
For the next count do the same thing for the right hand.
10x half speed
10x full speed
4. Natural stance – straight punch to chudan.
- Odd count left hand
- Even count right hand.
10x half speed
20x full speed

Technical details: As you punch move through the transition and perform the
technique with the same feeling as (2). Punch straight from point A at your hip to
point B your target. Do not allow your elbows to move beyond your body-line.
5. (a) Left side forward down block Forward stance.
- Odd count right hand reverse punch to solar plexus (chudan)
- Even count left hand jab to face (jodan).
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10x half speed
10x full speed
(b) Right side forward down block Forward stance
- Odd count right hand reverse punch to solar plexus (chudan)
- Even count left hand jab to face (jodan)

10x half speed
10x full speed
6. Natural Stance
(a) 1st count, push from the left leg slide 45o backwards into Forward stance left
hand down block.
(b) 2nd count, in place Forward stance right hand reverse punch chudan.
(c) 3rd count, push from the back leg moving forward rising up into Natural stance
left hand straight punch to chudan.
(d) 4th count, Natural stance right hand straight punch to chudan.
20 total count half speed each move by count.
1st count, execute (a) and (b) Forward Stance.
2nd count, execute (c) and (d) Natural Stance.
10 total count, 5 half speed, 5 full speed.
Repeat entire sequence on the opposite side, i.e. 1st count, push from the right leg
slide 45o backwards into Forward stance right hand down block.
7. Natural Stance - Left side forward left hand down block Forward stance.
(a) 1st count, moving forward Forward stance right hand lunge punch to jodan.
(b) 2nd count, in place left hand reverse punch to chudan.
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(c) 3rd count, moving forward right hand Forward stance reverse punch to chudan.
(d) 4th count, re-correct left hand down block.
Repeat once.
Turn 180o down block facing the opposite direction.
(e) 1st count, moving forward Forward stance left hand lunge punch to jodan.
(f) 2nd count, in place right hand reverse punch to chudan.
(g) 3rd count, moving forward left hand Forward stance reverse punch to chudan.
(h) 4th count, re-correct right hand down block.
Repeat once.
Turn 180o down block facing the opposite direction.

Speed up.
1st count, execute (a) and (b) above.
2nd count, step forward (c).
3rd count, down block.
Repeat once.
Turn 180o down block facing the opposite direction.
1st count, execute (a) above.
2nd count, step forward (b) and (c).
3rd count, down block.
Repeat once.
Turn 180o down block facing the opposite direction.
8. Natural Stance - Left side forward left hand down block Forward stance.
(a) 1st count, moving forward Forward stance right hand rising block.
(b) 2nd count, in place front leg foot sweep followed by left hand reverse punch to
chudan.
(c) 3rd count, moving forward back leg front kick chudan followed by right hand
Forward stance reverse punch to chudan.
(d) 4th count, re-correct left hand down block.
Repeat once.
Turn 180o down block facing the opposite direction.
(e) 1st count, moving forward Forward stance left hand rising block.
(f) 2nd count, in place front leg foot sweep followed by right hand reverse punch to
chudan.
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(g) 3rd count, moving forward forward back leg front kick chudan followed by left
hand Forward stance reverse punch to chudan.
(h) 4th count, re-correct right hand down block.
Repeat once.
Turn 180o down block facing the opposite direction.

Speed up.
1st count, execute (a) and (b) above.
2nd count, step forward (c).
3rd count, down block.
Repeat once.
Turn 180o down block facing the opposite direction.
1st count, execute (a) above.
2nd count, step forward (b) and (c).
3rd count, down block.
Repeat once.
Turn 180o down block facing the opposite direction.
9. Natural Stance - Left side forward Back stance knife hand block.
(a) 1st count, moving forward Back stance right hand knife hand block.
(b) 2nd count, in place change stance to Forward stance left hand spear attack to
chudan.
(c) 3rd count, moving forward into Horse stance left hand chudan elbow attack.
Repeat 2x, turn 180o down block Horse stance facing the opposite direction.
(d) 1st count, moving forward Back stance left hand knife hand block.
(e) 2nd count, in place change stance to Forward stance right hand spear attack to
chudan..
(f) 3rd count, moving forward into Horse stance left hand chudan elbow attack.
(g) Repeat 2x, turn 180o down block Horse stance facing the opposite direction.
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Speed up.
1st count, execute (a) and (b) above.
2nd count, step forward (c).
3rd count, down block.
Repeat 2x.
Turn 180o down block facing the opposite direction.
1st count, execute (a) above.
2nd count, step forward (b) and (c).
3rd count, down block.
Repeat 2x.
Turn 180o down block facing the opposite direction.
KATA
Heian shodan.
1. Each move is performed in two counts.
Technical details: The first count is the transition (half-way) point between the start
and end of the move. Fold up completely, for example in the down block transition
elbows should touch, pulling hand point in the direction of the completed block (acts
as a guide for the blocking hand to follow). Keep your knees/ankles bent to
maintain the same height as the completed stance at the transition.
2. Make groups of three. Person 1 performs the kata similar to above, each move two
counts. The other two use one of their belts held between them as an upper ceiling
for the person performing the kata to maintain their head height below. The belt
height should be slightly above the natural head position of forward stance.
- Rotate so that each person gets to perform the kata once.
- To keep it competitive, keep score between the group. The one who touches the
belt the least wins.
3. Perform Heian shodan normally, one move, one count.
4. Make groups of three. Person 1 performs the kata. The other two use one of their
belts held between them as an upper ceiling for the person performing the kata to
maintain their head height below. The belt height should be slightly above the
natural head position of forward stance.
- Rotate so that each person gets to perform the kata once.
- To keep it competitive, keep score between the group. The one who touches the
belt the least wins.
5. Perform Heian shodan full speed no count keeping particular attention to keeping
the same height though space as you transition between moves.

	
  

